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Notations. Bold face letters m, n, ... denote cardinal numbers. 
If M is a set, with cardinal number m, and if G is a group, then QM is 
the group of all functions defined on M, with values in G, with the obvious 
multiplication rule. The structure of QM is determined by G and m. In 
many statements it will be irrelevant which set M of the given power m 
is taken, and in such cases we write Qm instead of QM. 
Qm is called the unrestricted direct product of m groups G. The 
(restricted) direct product of m groups G is the subgroup of QM, consisting 
of all functions f of M toG which are such that /(11) equals the unit element 
of G for all but a finite number of elements of M. 
The notion of free product of a set of groups G"' (ex runs through some 
index set N) is also taken in this restricted sense: it consists of all finite 
words built out of elements of the groups G "'' so that in every word only 
a finite number of the G"''s play a role (it is understood that no word 
contains two consecutive symbols representing elements of one and the 
same G,x; for the product of two words we have the cancellation rule that 
adjacent symbols should be multiplied if they belong to the same G"'). 
LM denotes the set of all permutations of M, i.e. the set of all one-to-one 
mappings of M onto itself. 
If a ELM, then the image of the element 11 EM under the mapping 
a is written as a(11). 
If 1W is infinite, and if n is an infinite cardinal number < m, then 
LM,n is the group of all n-restricted permutations of M. A permutation 
a ELM is called n-restricted if a(11) = 11 for almost all 11 EM, where "almost 
all" means that the number of exceptions is less than n. In cases where 
it does not matter which M we take (of given power m) we shall write 
Lm,n and Lm instead of LM,n and LM· 
l. 'Introduction. The following question was raised independently by 
Prof. J. DE GROOT and by Mr. T. J. DEKKER: Does the infinite symmetric 
group Lm (which has 2m elements) contain a free subgroup of order 2m? 
The answer is affirmative; in fact it can be proved that Lm contains the 
free product of 2m given groups, provided that each one of them can be 
embedded into Lm· For, the free product of 2m copies of Lm itself can be 
embedded into Lm (Theorem 4.2). 
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The corresponding statement holds for the direct product of 2m copies 
of 2m· Both results are applications of the following general theorem: 
Theorem 1.1. Let m be an infinite cardinal, and let H and S be 
arbitrary groups. If for every finite number k the free product of k copies 
of H can be embedded into S, then the free product of 2m groups H can 
be embedded into the unrestricted direct product Sm. 
If, for every finite k, the direct product Hk can be embedded into S, 
then the direct product of 2m groups H can be embedded into Sm. 
In order to be able to prove theorem 1.1 simultaneously for the case 
of free products and for the case of direct products, the notion of sym-
metrically generated groups is introduced (sec. 2). Both cases of theorem 
l.l will appear as special cases of theorem 3.1. 
Prof. R. BAER raised the further question whether the factor groups 
2m/2m,n contain free groups of order 2m. The answer is affirmative, since 
2m itself can be embedded into such factor groups (theorem 4.4). 
B. JoNSSON announced [3] a proof for the existence of universal 
relational systems. For the special case of groups his result states (under 
the assumption of the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis) the existence 
of a group G of power m (m infinite) such that every group of power m 
can be embedded into G. 
Knowing that so many groups of order 2m can be embedded into 2m, 
it is natural to ask whether 2m is universal in this respect. The answer 
is negative; in sec. 5 we shall show, if k > m, a= N0, that the group 2k, a 
cannot be embedded into 2m (although the order k of 2k,a may be less 
than the order of 2m if the generalized continuum hypothesis is false). 
The author does not know whether the factor group 2m/2m,n (n.;;;;m) 
can be embedded into 2m· 
For abelian groups there is a positive result: every abelian group of 
order .-;;;; 2m can be embedded into 2m (Theorem 4.3; the special case that 
the group of all real numbers can be embedded into the group of all 
permutations of a countable set is' contained in a paper by A. KARRASS 
and D. SOLITAR [ 4 ]). 
For the proof of this theorem and for many other useful remarks made 
in discussions during the preparation of this paper, the author is indebted 
to Prof. J. DE GROOT. 
The principal tool of this paper is the following theorem (see [2]): 
Theorem l. 2. Let M be an infinite set of cardinality m. Let for 
each fh EM a non-empty set A.u be given, and assume that, for each finite 
number n, there are still m elements fh EM such that A.u has more than 
n elements. Then there exists a collection F of 2m choice functions f with 
the following properties : 
(i) Each f E F is defined as a function on M, with f(t-tl E A.u for each 
fl E' JJ1. 
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(ii) For each finite subset {fv ... , fk} of F Uv ... , fk distinct) there 
exists a floE M such that /1 (f.10 ), ... , fk(f.10 ) are mutually different. 
2. Symmetrically generated groups. Let Q and H be groups, and let n 
be a finite or infinite cardinal number. Assume that Q contains n copies 
of H. That is, there is a set N of power n, and for each IX EN there is an 
isomorphic mapping Xa of H onto a subgroup Ha=xiX(H) of Q. Possibly 
HIX is one and the same group for all IX EN, but in that case our results 
will be trivial. 
vVe shall impose a certain condition of symmetry. We consider arbitrary 
finite subsets r of N, and if T has been chosen, we consider arbitrary 
mappings rp of T into N: 
rp: T _.,.. rp(T) C N. 
If r consists of the elements YI• ... , y,., then the group G(Hy,, ... , HyJ, 
i.e. the subgroup of Q, generated by Hy,, ... , HYn' will be denoted by Gr. 
Similarly, Grp(FJ is the group generated by Hrp(y,1, ••• , Hrp(y,.l· (Notice that 
rp(y1 ), ... , rp(yn) need not be distinct.) 
Symmetry condition. For every finite TC Nand for every mapping 
rp of T into N there is a homomorphism 
(2.1) 
with the property that, for each y E r, its restriction to H y is the trivial 
mapping of HY onto H rp(yl: 
(2.2) 
A consequence of (2.1) and (2.2) is that 
(2.3) 
since both sides are generated by the elements specified in (2.2) (h E H, 
yET). 
A further consequence is that if two Ha's coincide, then all HIX's coincide, 
and if two xiX's are equal, then all xiX's are equal. We do not discuss this in 
detail, as it will not be used and only leads to trivialities. 
A third consequence is as follows: Let r and Ll be finite subsets of N, 
with T C Ll. Therefore Gr C G Ll· Let rp map Ll into N; for simplicity the 
restriction of rp to r is also denoted by rp. Then "Pr. rp is the restriction of 
"PLf,rp to Gr: 
(2.4) 
A fourth consequence is that "Pr,rp is an isomorphism if rp(T) has as 
many elements as r (in other words, if rp is one-to-one). For in that case 
the roles of r and rp(T) can be interchanged. The homomorphism 
'1/)rp(Fi,rp-• "Pr. rp of Gr into itself is an isomorphism, because of the in variance 
of the Hy's. 
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It will be convenient to assume that the natural numbers are contained 
in the set N (if n is finite; we require instead that N consists of all natural 
numbers < n). If we now put G(Hv ... , Hk)=Gk (k= 1, 2, 3, ... ),and if r 
has k elements, we obviously have 
(2.5) 
DEFINITION. If the symmetry condition holds and if the group Q is 
generated by the H"''s (o.: EN), then we say that Q is symmetrically 
generated by n groups H. 
The simplest non-trivial examples are (i) Q is the free group generated 
by n copies of H, and (ii) Q is the restricted direct product of n copies 
of H. In both cases, the symmetry condition is easily verified. From these 
examples it follows that the fact that Q is symmetrically generated by 
n groups H, by no means determines the structure of Q uniquely. 
In the symmetry condition, the fact that the values q;(y1 ), ... , <p(yn) 
are not forced to be distinct, is not as innocent as it might appear at first 
sight. vVe consider an example. 
Let H be the cyclic group of order 2, and let .2t (t > 5) be the symmetric 
group of order t!, consisting of all permutations of the set {0, 1, ... ,t-1 }. 
Hi (j = 1, ... , t- 1) consists of the unit permutation and of the permutation 
(Oj) (i.e. the one that interchanges the objects 0 and j). Then !t is 
generated by Hv ... ,Ht_1. Now take n=4, YI=1, Y2=2, y3 =3, y4 =4. 
If the q;(y)'s are mutually different, there is obviously a homomorphic 
mapping of the type indicated in the symmetry condition. If we take, 
however, q;(1)=1, q;(2)=1, q;(3)=2, q;(4)=3, then there is no such homo-
morphism. For, we have ((01)·(02)·(03)·(04))5 =(04321)5 =e, whereas 
((01)·(01)·(02)·(03))5 =(032)5 #e. It follows that !tis not symmetrically 
generated by H1, ••• , Ht_1. 
3. Embedding theorem for symmetrically generated groups 
Theorem 3 .I. If m is an infinite cardinal, and n= 2m, if Q is sym-
metrically generated by n groups H, and if, for each positive integer k 
the group Gk (see (2.5)) can be embedded into a fixed group S, then Q 
can be embedded into Sm. 
Proof. We first split the set ~1 into a countable number of disjoint 
subsets M = M 1 U M 2 U M 3 U ... , each Mi still having power m. For 
each f-l EM the number p(ft) will represent the uniquely defined index 
such that p E MPif')" 
For each p EM the finite set {1, 2, ... , p(p)} will be denoted by A,.. 
According to theorem 1.2 we can find a collection F 0 of 2m choice 
functions with the properties stated in that theorem. Using some one-to-
one mapping of F 0 onto N (notice that 2m= n), we can denote the elements 
of F 0 by Ia (a EN), and their values by /"'(p). This /a(P) is a function of the 
variables o.: and fl· We shall write o.:(t-t) instead of U/1) if it is considered 
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as a function of fl (e< fixed), and we use the notation f!(e<:) if fl is fixed 
and e<: variable. By theorem 1.2 we have the following properties: 
(i) If e<: EN, fl E _k[ then e<(ft) E A.u' and so 1 <,e<:(f!)<p([f). 
(ii) If e<:v ... , e<k represent any finite number of rtistinct elements of N, 
then there is a ,u0 EM such that ::x1(f!0), ... , o;I<(flo) are distinct. 
The given embedding of G" = G(Hv ... , H~c) into S will be denoted by 'YJk: 
(k= 1, 2, 3, ... ). 
Let r be any finite subset of N. We shall construct an embedding 
Tr of Gr into Sm: 
Tr: Gr -J>- TrGrCSm. 
Each y E r corresponds to a function f Y on 1l1, and 
1 </y(/l) =y({l) =,u(y) <p(,u). 
We shall now consider ,u(y) (with ,u fixed) as a function defined on r. 
It maps Tinto A,. Assuming that N contains all natural numbers (although 
N need not be countable), we have AI' C N. So ,u can play the role of cp 
in (2.1). '1/Jr.l' maps Gr onto '1/Jr.I'Gr, and by (2.3) this group is Gl'1rJ (,u(T) 
denotes the image of Tunder the mapping ,u). It follows that '1/Jr.I'Gr C G'PII'l" 
This image can be mapped into S by 'YJ'Pil'l" We define Tr.l' by 
. 
(3.1) 
and rr.l' is a homomorphic mapping of Gr into S. 
If r is given, we can find floE M such that Tr.l'o is an isomorphism of 
Gr onto a subgroup of S. For, by (ii) flo can be found such that ,u0(T) 
has the same number of elements as r itself. It follows that '1/Jr.l', is one-
to-one. Since 'YJPil'ol is also one-to-one, we infer that Tr.l', is one-to-one. 
Our following step maps Gr into Sm. Every element of Sm is a function, 
defined on M, with values inS. Let g be an element of Gr. We define 
Trg as the function on M, whose value at fl E 111 equals Tr.l'g. In formulas: 
Tr: g-J>-rrgESm (gEGr); 
(rrg) (f!)=Tr.l'gES (gEGr,f!EM). 
Obviously, the mappping ir of Gr into Sm is a homomorphism. It is 
even an embedding, since •r.l', is one-to-one. 
Next consider two finite subsets rand Ll of N, where T C Ll. We have 
Gr C G LJ, and we can show that r r is the restriction of r LJ to Gr. This 
follows from the fact that, for all ,u E M 
ir.!'g=rLJ.I'g (g EGr), 
which is a direct consequence of (2.4) and (3.1). 
As Q is generated by the H"'s (e<: EN), Q is the union of all Gr's, where 
r runs through all finite subsets of N. So if g E Q is given, we can find 
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F's with g E Gr. For all such r's we get the same value of Trg, for if L1 
is the union of rl and r2, we have Tr,g=TLJ g=Tr,Y· This common 
value of these Trg's can be denoted by rg. As each Tr is an isomorphism, 
r is also an isomorphism, and our proof is complete. 
4. Ap]Jlication to syrnrnetric groups 
Theorem 4.1. If m is an infinite cardinal, then the direct product 
Q of 2m groups 1m can be embedded into 1m itself. 
Proof. Q is symmetrically generated by 2m groups 1m· The subgroups 
Gk (see sec. 2) are direct products of k groups 1m, whence they can be 
embedded into !m· Now theorem 3.1 shows that Q can be embedded into 
(1m)m. The latter group can be considered as an intransitive permutation 
group on m objects, having m transitivity sets of m elements each. So 
(1m)m C 1m' = 1m· 
Theorem 4. 2. If m is an infinite cardinal, then the free product of 
2m groups 1m can be embedded into 1m· 
Proof. It is sufficient to show (cf. the proof of the preceding theorem) 
that the free product of k groups 1m can be embedded into 1m· Moreover, 
it is sufficient to show this for k = 2, for then the case of general finite k 
can be dealt with by induction. 
Let M be a set of power m. We consider the cartesian product M X M, 
consisting of all pairs (i, j) (i EM, j E JJf). Let T be the ~0-restricted 
permutation group of M X M, i.e. the group of all those permutations 
of M X M which leave all but at most a finite number of elements of 
M X M invariant. Therefore, the number of elements of T equals m. 
Furthermore we consider the (unrestricted) permutation groups 1M, 
1MxM and 1MxM xT• 
We first embed 1M into 1MxM by a mapping(!. If s E 1M, then e(s) =s' 
is defined as the permutation of M X M that turns the pair (i, j) into 
the pair (s(i), j) (i, j EM). The advantage of this operation is that we 
now have a permutation group e(1M) (e(1M) C 1MxM), every element 
of which (apart from the unit element) alters infinitely many objects 
of Mx M. 
We next construct two embeddings cp and 1p of 1MxM into 1MxMxT· 
If s E 1MxM' a EM X M, t E T then the effect of cp(s) and 1p(s) on the 
pair (a, t) is defined by 
cp(s)(a, t) = (s(a), t), 
1p(s)(a, t) = (t-1st(a), t). 
It is obvious that cp(! and 1/)(! give embeddings of 1M into 1MxMxT· 
We shall show that cpe(1M) and 1p(!(1M) are free generators of a subgroup 
of 1MxMxT· To this end we have to show the following: If s1 , •.• , s2n are 
elements of e(1M), all different from the unit element, then we cannot have 
1jJ(S2n)cp(s2n-1) · · · cp(s3)1p(82)cp(s1) =e. 
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This would imply, according to the definitions of cp and 1p, that the product 
relation 
(4.1) 
(notice that all factors belong to !Mx.~VI) would hold for all t E T. But it 
is easy to find a counterexample. Choose a1 E M X M such that 81 ( a1) # a1. 
Choose a2 EM X M such that av 81 (a1 ), a 2, 82(a2) are mutually different. 
This process can be continued (each 8 altering infinitely many objects of 
Mx M). So we finally get av ... ,a2n such that Ctv81(a1), a2,82(a2), ... ,a2n,82n(a2n) 
are mutually different. We can easily find tET such that t(81(a1))=a2, 
t-1(82(a2)) =as, t(8s(a3)) = a4, ... ' t(82n-l (a2n-l)) = a2n' t-l(82,(a2n)) # al. 
So the left hand side of (4.1) does not transform the object a1 into 
itself, whence it cannot be the unit permutation. 
We infer that !MxMxT contains a subgroup which is the free product 
of rpe(!M) and w(!Ml· Finally, M X M X T has power m3 =m, whence 
!MxMxT and !M are isomorphic. This proves the theorem. 
Corollary. If we have 2m groups (m infinite), each one of which can 
be embedded into !m, then their direct product and their free product 
can be embedded into !m· 
In view of applications of this corollary we remark that every group 
of order m can be embedded into !m, simply by its Cayley representation. 
This remark can be used for the proof of 
Theorem 4.3. If m is an infinite cardinal number, then every abelian 
group of order 2m can be embedded into !m· 
Proof. It seems that the axiom of choice is needed for the proof. The 
possibility of embedding arbitrary abelian groups follows from the 
following arguments, for which I am indebted to Prof. J. DE GROOT: 
(i) Every abelian group can be embedded into a complete group. 
(ii) Every complete group is a direct product of quasicyclic and rational 
groups, i.e. of countable groups. 
The proofs can be found in KuROSH [5]; the proof of (ii) is based upon 
the axiom of choice. 
So every abelian group of order 2m can be embedded into the direct 
product of 2m countable groups. Every countable group can be embedded 
into !m, whence application of theorem 4.1 proves theorem 4.3. 
The normal subgroups of !m (m is any infinite cardinal) are precisely 
known (see [1]). They are all of the form !m,n' where n is any infinite 
cardinal < m. It is easily seen that the factor group !m/!m,n still has 
the order 2m. 
Everything that can be embedded into !m can also be embedded into 
!m/!m,n' by virtue _of the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.4. If m and n are infinite cardinals, n<; m, then !m can 
be embedded into !m/!m,n· 
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Proof. Let 1M and ~MxM denote the groups of all permutations of jlf 
and of M X M, respectively. Both groups are isomorphic to ~m· 
Let T=~MxM,n denote then-restricted subgroup of ~MxM• consisting 
of all permutations which leave almost all elements of M X M invariant 
(we use the phrase "almost all" for "with less than n exceptions"). As 
in the proof of theorem 4.2, we first construct an embedding(! of ~Minto 
~MxM• by 
8---+(!(8)=8*, s*(i,j)=(s(i),j) (i,jt::lJf, SE~M). 
We put e(~111 ) = ~*, so that ~M ~ ~* C ~MxM· We next consider the 
product ~*T, which is a subgroup of ~111 x,v (since Tis a normal subgroup 
of ~M xMl· It is easily seen that ~* n T = e. So every element of ~*T 
can be uniquely represented as a product e(s)t (s E ~. t E T). \i\Te now map 
~*T onto ~M• by the mapping 
1p: e(s)t---+ '1/J(e(s)t) = s (s E ~M• t E T). 
It can be shown that 1p is a homomorphism. To this end it suffices 
to show that 
(4.2) 
imply that s1s2 = s3• As t1, t2, t3 E T, we have, for almost all j E 111, that 
t1(i,j)=t2(i,j)=t3(i,j)=(i,j) for all it::M. The e(s)'s transform the i's 
only, and therefore (4.2) implies that for almost all j we have 
identically in i. We infer that s1 s2(i)=s3(i) for all i, whence s1 s2 =s3, and 
e(s1 ) e(s2) = e(s3 ). This shows that 1p is a homomorphism. Its kernel is T, so 
we have ~M ~ (~*T)jT. 
it_Finally, we have (~*T)jT C ~MxM/T= ~MxM/~MxM,n""' ~m/~m,n> and 
the proof is complete. 
5. Groups that cannot be embedded into ~m 
Theorem 5.1. Let k and m be infinite cardinals, k>m, and let a be 
the cardinal number of a countable set. Then ~k,a cannot be embedded 
nto ~m (which is trivial if k> 2m, the order of ~k,a being k). 
Proof. Let M be a set of power m, and K a set of power k. Let w be a 
fixed element of K, and put K* =K"-w. 
The group ~K,a contains the elements g"' (a E K*), where g"' = (wa) 
(i.e. the permutation of K that interchanges w and a, but that leaves all 
other elements of K untouched). If a, (3, y, o are distinct elements of K*, 
then g"'gf3 = (wa(3), g"'gf3gyg6 = (woy(3iX). So we infer that g"' has the exact 
order 2, g"'gf3 has the exact order 3, and g"'gf3gyg6 has the exact order 5. 
We shall prove the theorem by showing that ~111 does not contain 
k elements h"' (a E K*) such that all hex's have order 2, all products 
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h"'hfJ (ex=FfJ) have order 3, and all products h"'hphyhb (ex, fJ, y, o distinct) 
have order 5. Henceforth assuming the existence of such elements, a 
contradiction will be obtained. 
From now on we drop the asterisk, writing K instead of K*. 
Lemma. Let ex, fJ, y, o be distinct elements of K. Assume that R is 
a subset of M, which is mapped onto itself by each of the permutations 
h"', hp, hy and h6 • Let h"'R denote the restriction of h"' toR, and let hfJR• hyR• h6R 
be similarly defined. Now assuming that h01R=hpR=hyR• we also have 
h"'R=h6R. 
Proof. The order of a restriction of a permutation to an invariant 
subset divides the order of the permutation itself. So h"'RhoR has order 
I or 3, h"'RhfJRkyRhiJR has order I or 5. As hfJR has order I or 2, and as hfJR = hrR• 
we have hpRhyR=e. So the order of h"'RhM divides both 3 and 5, w·hence 
this order equals I. So h"'R = h;JR1 = h;J;{h~R = hbR· This proves the lemma. 
Returning to the proof of the theorem, we argue as follows. The number 
of ex's in K exceeds the number of objects permuted by the h"''s, and 
therefore at least one of the following four possibilities occurs: 
(i) For each a EM, the element h"'(a) is independent of ex. 
(ii) There is an a E M such that h"'( a)= a for k elements ex E K, and 
such that there is a o EK with h6(a)=Fa. 
(iii) There are elements a, b EM, a =F b, such that h"' (a)= b for k eX's, 
and h6(a) =a for at least one o E K. 
(iv) There are distinct elements a, b, c EM, such that h"'(a) = b for 
k ex's, and h6(a)=c for at least one o E K. 
We shall deduce a contradiction in each case. Once for all we remark 
that all h's have order 2, whence h"'(p) = q always implies h"'(q) = p. 
Case (i) is ruled out immediately, for then all h's would be equal. And 
then every product hj~fJ (o:. =F fJ) would be = h'?. = e, whence it would not 
have order 3. 
Case (ii). We have h"'(a) =a for k o:.'s, and h6(a) =b, h6 (b) =a, with 
b =Fa. Among the k o:.'s with h"'(a) =a there are at least k whose effect 
on b is equal (since k>m). So we have simultaneously h"'(a)=a, h"'(b)=c, 
h"'(c)=b fork o:.'s. We have c=Fa, since h"'(a)=Fh"'(c). We show that c=Fb. 
Assuming c = b, we take for R the set {a, b }. For k o;'s R is permuted as 
(a) (b), and for one o as (ab). Since k>3, our lemma gives a contradiction. 
So a, b, c are distinct. Again by the lemma, applied to R={a, b, c}, 
we have h6(c)=Fc (otherwise R would be permuted as (a) (be) by 3 o:.'s, 
and as (ab) (c) by o). 
We get our final contradiction by showing that there cannot be an 
o; and a o with h"'(a)=a, h"'(b)=c, h6(a)=b, h6(c)=Fc. We would have 
(h6h"')3(c) = (h 6h"')2(a) = h6h"'(b) = h0 (c) =F c, in contradiction with the fact that 
hbh"' has order 3. 
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Case (iii). Applying the lemma to R={a, b}, we infer that h6(b)=i=b 
(otherwise R would be permuted as (ab) three times, and once as (a;(b)). 
So h6 (b) = c, where a, b, c are distinct. The remainder of the proof is parallel 
to case (ii) with oc and b interchanged. We show that hcx(a)=b, hcx(c)=c 
cannot hold for three oc's (otherwise {a, b, c} would be permuted as (ab) (c) 
three times, and once as (a)(bc)). So there are an oc and a (j with h6(a)=a, 
h6(b)=c, hrx(a)=b, hcx(c)#c, and we get a contradiction from the fact that 
hcxh6 has order 3. 
Case (iv). We have hcx(a)=b, h"'(b)=a fork oc's, and h6 (a)=c. We may 
assume that h6(b) =1= b, for otherwise we have again case (iii) (interchanging 
a and b). Obviously, h0(b) cannot be a or c, as a and care transformed into 
each other by h0• So h0(b)=d, where a, b, c, d are distinct. 
The set {a, b, c, d} is permuted by h6 as (ac) (bd), so by the lemma there 
cannot be three oc's with hcx(a)=b, hcx(c)=d, nor can there be three oc's 
with h"'(c)=c, hcx(d)=d. As c and d play the same role, we may assume that 
there are k oc's with h"'(a)=b, hcx(c)o~=c, hcx(c)o~=d. 
The number of possible values of hcx(c) is at most m. As m<k, there is 
an element pEM (p#c,poi=d) such that hcx(a)=b, hcx(c)=p fork values 
of oc. So there is a set of k oc's which permute a, b, c, p as (ab) (cp). For 
any such oc we have d= (hrxh6 )3(d) = (h)~6) 2(a) =h"'h6(p), whence hrx(d) =h6(p). 
This element h6(p) cannot be a, c, b or d (h6 already permutes (ac) (bd)), 
and it cannot be p, since p=hcx(c) #hrx(d) =h6 (p). So hcx(d) =h0 (p) =q, and 
a,b,c,d,p,q are distinct. These six elements are permuted by k oc's as 
(ab) (cp) (dq), and by (j as (ac) (bd) (pq). Again applying the lemma, we 
get our final contradiction, and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
University of Amsterdam. 
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